Senate Drops
Referendum
By Brendan T. Rhattgan and Ray Parish
The Polity Senate voted Tuesday night to remove from
today's election a referendum regarding the funding of political clubs and activities.
The referendum was to have asked students to respond to
the question: "Should the Programs and Services Council
(PSC) fund only pre-professional, recreational, and cultural
activities, excluding religious and political activities,"
according to Gerry Shaps, Polity vice-president. The senate
ruled 16 to 3 that the referendum be removed from the
ballot
The issue was brought up by Polity President Marc Gunning, who said to the senate, "The [Polity] council has made
a motion ... to strongly recommend that the senate reconsider the referendum concerning PSC." He expressed concern over the handling of the funding problem: "Instead of
solving the problem, I think we are augmenting one."
Gunning presented Rich Drury, project coordinator of
Stony Brook's New York State Public Interest Research
Group (NYPIRG) chapter, who explained how an identical
problem was solved at the State University of Illinois. He said
that there it was ruled that "partisan political" would be
defined as "any group that supports a candidate." Thus, he
said, Students for Mark Green would not be funded, but
groups that simply "take a side" would not be considered
partisan.
"Every group takes a side," Drury said, giving as one
example Polity, "taking a side on behalf of the students." He
said that cutting off partisan organizations would be "an
educational disservice to the students," as such organizations provide a forum for learning.
Although opposed to the funding of such groups as Hands
Off Latin America (HOLA) and Red Balloon Collective,
Shaps supported the rescinding of the referendum. "There
are so many different extremist factors that are affecting
what is going on, that the interpretation has changed, radicalism on campus has changed," Shaps said. "The intent of
PSC, I think, has been lost."
(continued on page 3)

Students watching the baseball game in a campus cafeteria.
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Mets 9 Win Thrills Campus
By Scott Finkle
By the time the ninth inning had begun, about half
of the 50 onlookers had left the Union's T.V. lounge
and had started thinking about game seven. On the
other side of the Union, however, the standing room
only crowd of over 100 people still packed the End of
the Bridge hoping for some 11th hour heroics that
would give the Mets their first pennant in 13 years.
It would take 16 innings, a lot of heart stopping
suspense and almost five hours before the Mets could
clinch with a 7-6 victory, but no true Mets fan was
going to walk away from this thriller.
The Astros rocked Ojeda in the first inning with Phil
Garner, Glenn Davis and Jose Cruz each driving in a
run. Bob Knepper, meanwhile, held the Mets scoreless over the first eight innings. The outlook was dim
as Davey Johnson's team came to bat in the ninth.
They had accumulated a total of two hits and a walk

off Knepper so far.
Everyone was cheering, "Lenny, Lenny" as Len
Dykstra came up to pinch hit for Rick Aguilera. He hit a
shot over Hatcher's head in centerfield that went for a
leadoff triple. The place went wild.
The comeback was just beninning, and everyone
knew it. Chants of "Mooooo" began as Mookie Wilson
singled to score Dykstra, squelching Knepper's shutout. After Kevin Mitchell bounced out, Keith Hernandez reignited the rally and the cheering with a double
to right center scoring Wilson. It also knocked
Knepper out of the game.
When Manager Hal Lanier brought in Dave Smith, it
conjured up remarks about Dykstra's homerun off the
reliver in game three. Hemandez was at second base
representing the tying run. Smith went to 3-2 on Carter
before losing him. He ran the count to 3-2 on Darryl
(continued on page 24)
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Contra Leader Talk Spurs Political Passions3
By Mitchell Horowitz
Although the weather was damp and the
small crowd stood in the dark - forced
outdoors by an activities technicality Tuesday night's talk by contra leader
Arnulfo Guerrero spurred passionate arguments between the polarized audience.
Guerrero, whose vist to campus was sponsored by the College Republicans, began his
speech with a history of Nicaragua's Miskito
indians, but soon, responding to interruptions and questions, wound up defending
the contra forces.
After several listeners demanded to know
if national guard members loyal to Nicaragua's former dictator pervaded the contras,
Guerrero said, "They are Nicaraguans too,
those are Nicaraguans ...The national guard
killed my brother, but still I'm going to kiss
that man [who killed him ] because he's my
brother. We have to be merciful with the
[former] national guard because we have a
civilized way to judge them."
Guerrero said the Sandinistas "betrayed
the revolution" and did not represent the
Nicaraguan nationalist, Sandino, from
whence their name is taken. Sandino fought
against the U.S. Marine occupation of Nicaragua in the 1920s. "In my heart I love Sandino," Guerrero said. However, he justified

the presence of the Marine occupation forces that the Nicaraguan hero fought against:
"If you are in my house it is because I invited
you."
As happened often throughout the talk,
an audience member interrupted: "How can
you justify the [contra's] slaughter of innocent people! They're killing innocent
farmers, attacking hospitals and schools!"
"Communists use innocent people as
shills," Guerrero responded claiming that
the Sandinistas purposely jeopardize civilian
lives to discredit the contras.
A 1985 Americas Watch human rights
report on Nicaragua, however, states:
"There are numerous reports of indiscriminate attacks launched by the contras that
show a blatant disregard for the safety of
civilian life and property."
"'Go to Miskito Indian towns ..." Guerrero
said. "You go and interview these people
and ask them why many are blind, cannot
breed They are exposed to chemicals from
[Sandinista] genocide." Several audience
members verbally disputed this claim.
Americas Watch, after completing several
studies of the Miskito problem, wrote in their
report on Nicaragua of the relocation of
thousands of Mskitos: 'Consistent with the
(continued on page 23)

Nicaraguan contra leader Arnulfo Guerrero and Juan Carlos Sanchez, cochairman of the College Republicans, Tuesday evening.

Po(ty Council Restores Statesman Advertising y5
BEy Daniel Smith
The Polity Council passed amotion last
night to reestablish Polity advertising in Statesman as of October 23, Polity President
Marc Gunning said.
Polity put a moratorium on Statesman
advertising October 6, following an editorial
that appeared in thepaper that was unauthorized by Statesman's editorial board. Polity's advertising was discontinued to show
Polity's dissatisfaction withStatesman,Gunning said. The editorial, entitled "Students
Should Distribute Activity Money", incited
the action.
A formal correction of that editorial
appeared in the following issue of Statesman. Although that correction, coupled with
an explanation to the council by some of
Statesman's editors, did have some relation
to the reestablishment of advertising, Gunning said, "The apology was to individuals in

Polity... the apology should have been to the
students we all serve.Statesmanis indebted
to Student Polity itself."
Also approved by the council were 10
members to the Faculty Student Association
(FSA) Class A division, as well as a final
member to the Polity Program)s and Services Committee (PSC).
The FSA members
approved are Gunning, Lance Mankowski,
Rita Solarzano, Mike Fitzpatrick, Craig
Levine,Lisa Garcia, Andrea Best, Charles
Rozano, Gerard Karcher and the Polity
Treasurer, who will- be decided upon in
today's election.
PSC's ninth and final member, Garcia, will
join Chairman Adam Cole, Vice-Chairman
Pat Flannery, Secretary Alan Livingston,
Treasurer Lance Mankowski, and fellow
members Surrekha Nand, Suzanne Lai, Neil
Auerbach and John Lonigro tomorrow night

at a PSC meeting which will review the case
of the Collegiate Association for the
Research of Principles (CARP).
CARP, an organization of the Reverend
Sun Myung Moon, has approached PSC to
achieve provisional recognition, in effect to
open a chapter on campus.
According to Gunning and Mankowski,
however, there may be illegal signatures on
the petition which has been submitted to
P.SC, and the organization's constitution has
come under some criticism.
They said that some of the policies of the
Unification Church advocate discrimination,
and a nondiscriminatory clause in the PSC
guidelines would prohibit CARP's recognition. Also, Gunning said, if the CARP representatives fail to attend tomorrow night's
meeting, their petition for recognition would
automatically be denied.

Marc Gunning

Anti Obsce nity Laws Disrpt Co l lege Classe, ?l
By the College Press Service
Greensboro, N.C. - A tough, new anti-obscenity law is
causing big changes in some classes at the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro this fall.
At least two professors are changing their course content
to avoid risking arrest. As a result, film history students no
longer can study Federico Fellini movies, while art students
can't see slides of certain artworks.
Some human sexuality books were removed from the
library and some artists' visions of nude figures were
removed from campus display until student arid faculty
protest forced administrators to return them to public use
last week.
Though the new law can be applied statewide, no other
North Carolina colleges beside UNC-G are enduring any of its

effects. Some think it's because UNC-G's liberal reputation
seems to have attracted the attention of a group of Christian
fundamentalists who lobbied vigorously for the new antiobscenity law in the state legislature last year.
"*UNC-G is really no more liberal than any other UNC
campus, but it does share a rather liberal reputation with
`UNC-Chapel Hill," said North Carolina State University spokeswoman Rosalind Reid. But NC State hasn't '"ad any kind
of reaction to the law as yet," she said.
"Theonly controversy, so far, has been at UNC-G," said
George Gardner of the American Civil Liberties Union's
(ACLU) Raleigh office. "But it's hard to say what other
professors aren't doing any longer at other campuses."
At UNC-G, however, the controversy has been continuous
since film hisotry Professor Tony Fragola decided the new

law was "ambiguous" enough to drop the works of Federico
Fellini and a few other filmmakers from his syllabus.
Some films Fragola has shown in class "deal with sexual
activity involving minors, and showing them could make me
susceptible to prosecution under the law. If the students
seeing the films are minors, I could also be liable for displaying sexually explicit materials to minors."
Communication Professor Thomas Tedford's lawyer
advised him to stop showing a slide show about erotic art
and obscenity court cases from his class on First Amendment law, saying he could be arrested for it. In addition, an
art class using live nude models for life drawing probably
will disappear after this semester.
School administrators, moreover, told Fragola they'd take
(continued on pase 23)
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WUSB's AM Plans Halted by New Phone Lines
By Jose Hernandes
Plans for new AM frequency programming by campus
radio station WUSB are running into trouble with the new
university phone system, according to recent tests conducted by the station.
"From my tests on this building [the Student Union ] there
is a problem between the AM station and the phone system," said Frank Burgert, chief engineer of WUSB. He said the
problem is caused, "because [the phone system ] transmits
high speed data and high speed data emits energy that is in
the AM radio band."
The plans to transmit on the AM band, while maintaining
the FM broadcasts, will provide "more space for people that
produce new shows ... and a better chnce for people on
training to work with the equipment," said Norman Prusslin,
the director of WUSB.
Prusslin said that the new AM station "can be campus
oriented, which the FM [station] can't due to the nature of
it's license." WUSB is licensed as a non-commercial radio
station. The AM station does not have to be licensed as such
in order to operate.
Burgert said he conducted a simple test as a demonstration. He put an AM receiver next to the phone lines; all that
could be heard was humming coming from the receiver
regardless of the station tuned in. "If you have an AM station
next to a cable, forget picking up the station," he said.
Despite that, Burgert said that he is not positive the new
phone system is going to interfere with the new station. "I
don't know that for sure," he said. "They are replacing the
cables; I don't know if that's going to make it better or
worse."
The cables to be replaced are those between each individual phone and the main terminal. They are to be replaced by
the end of December, Burgert said. About a month ago,
defective wires were described as a problem by Donald
Marx, director of Communications Management. Marx
could not be reached for comment.
According to Burgert and Prusslin the interference is
nothing new. More than 10 years ago, when there was an AM
station, the interference came from power sources like
refrigerators, elevators and flourescent lights.
The system used to transmit the AM signal then was
called current carrier. This involves little AM transmitters
put in the dorms to which a signal is sent through telephone
lines. This system, which is probably the one to be used by
the new radio station, "is a lot better than it was before,"
Prusslin said. "But still in comparison an inferior system that
there are still all kinds of interference."
"I was able to cover [the Union] a couple of years ago in
its entirety - including parts of the parking lot - very well,"
Burgert said. "Before the phone system was installed five
months ago, I tested the system [the AM transmitters] and it
didn't work as well."

"We are at the point of finishing up the [new] studio to
cover this building," Prusslin said. It will cost about $10,000,
he said. The studio will be used for training. Prusslin said that
in the case of proven interference there are alternative
systems that can be used where the interference can be
reduced to a minimum if not eliminated.

'We can either send it [the radio signal] through the PA
system or use cable T.V." Prusslin said
The best solution will be to get more powerful transmitters," Burgert said. "Instead of the three two watts transmitters we have now, we can get 25 watters. That will probably
get over a lot of the phone interference."
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SouthAfrica Divestment May
Be Barred by State Laws
By the College Press Service
Santa Fe, N.M - In a case that could inhibit other
campuses from selling their shares in firms that do business in South Africa, New Mexico's chief investment
officer said he couldn't sell the stocks without violating
the law.
Governor Toney Anaya in July said he may order all
state agencies - including Eastern New Mexico, New
Mexico Highlands, Western New Mexico and the University of New Mexico - to sell interests in firms with
operations in segregationist South Africa
But last week, State Investment Chief S. Peter Hidalgo II
said he couldn't comply with such an order without
violating the state's "prudent man rule," which requires
him to manage the portfolio as profitably as possible.
Selling off all the offending stock, said Ted Apodaca of
the state attorney general's office, would rob the state's
portfolio of some of its most profitable investments.
Apodaca says a citizen - or anyone who stood to
benefit from the state investment portfolio's financial
performance - could sue to hold state officials personally liable for any financial losses that would result from
the divestment. Asked if he thought such a citizen lawsuit
was likely, Apodaca said, "I doubt it."
But California legislators were worried enough by such
a prospect that they passed a bill last week to protect
administrators from being held liable for investment
losses stemming from divestment.,
University of California spokeswoman Valerie Sullivan
said the regents, who voted to divest during the summer,
feared that if, for example, divestment depressed the
value of the university's pension fund, a disgruntled
faculty member might sue them.
Divestiture opponents in many states have long
argued that selling shares for political, as opposed to
financial, reasons would break the law. But regents'
vulnerability to such lawsuits depends on each stdte's

laws, said Alison Cooper of the Investor Responsibility
Resource Center in Washington, D.C. Cooper said that
some state constitutions don't have "prudent man"
clauses, or have clauses that are full of loopholes.
In states like New Mexico and California - which do
have constitutional rules requiring officials to manage
their portfolios for a profit - regents would probably
need a special law to protect them from lawsuits for
angered "investors."
The reason, Apodaca said, is that "prudent" investors
would not buy or sell shares solely on ethical or moral
grounds. "[Unless] the investor is concerned about the
safety of the investment - for instance, revolution is
brewing or the factory may burn down - a prudent man
would not divest," he said. "(If so], pretty soon all investments could be affected by political and moral obligations or human rights violations."
Oddly enough, one of the parties that could lose
investment profits from a divestiture would be the University of New Mexico, which has already pledged to
cleanse its stock portfolio of connections to South Africa
UNM started selling off the $6 million worth of offending
shares last spring. But the state investment fund that
Hidalgo manages - and that has not agreed to divest distributes its profits to a variety of state agencies, including UNM. UNM annually gets about $5 million of the
profits from the funds under investment officer Hidalgo's
management.
University of Illinois Trustee Albert Logan, who plans
to submit a divestment plan to his colleagues in
November, said he doesn't need legal protection against
lawsuits over lost profits because he says no university
has lost money by divesting. In fact, some have profited
by selling the offending stocks, he said. Divestment,
Logan said, should be viewed not as a financial move, but
as a symbolic gesture like the Boston Tea Party.
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Grumman Donates Money for New Ambulance
By Mike Manno
The Grumman Corporation has donated
money to University Hospital to pay for a
specially-designed critical care ambulance.
The ambulance will replace an older one
that is often out of service.
"We are delighted about the Grumman
Corporation's continued involvement in University Hospital programs and services, and,
their dedicatioin to the people of Suffolk
County," said William Newell, vice president
for Hospital Affairs. "It will certainly benefit
all the residents of Suffolk in terms of transporting critically ill patients, and it reinforces
the regional nature of referrals to the
hospital."
The ambulance will help the hospital to

transport patients more quickly to the care
facilities at the hospital. The older ambulance that has been used by the hospital has
been out of service approximately 50 percent of the time due to mechanical
problems.
"The new ambulance will cut down costs,
our response time, and will be better
equipped to handle critical patients." said
Eric Niegleberg, the Emergency Medical Service Transport supervisor of University
Hospital.
The hospital is currently using a private
ambulance company to transport patients.
This system is expensive and time consuming, Niegleberg said.

When University Hospital gets a call from
another hospital to pick up a critical patient,
they must first get an ambulance dispatched
to University Hospital. It takes about 30 minutes for the ambulance to arrive from the
company. The ambulance is then sent to
pick up the patient and transport him back
to Stony Brook.
The new ambulance will be stationed at
the hospital. It will also be able to transport
several patients at once. The old ambulance
was not capable of handling more than one
patient at a time, Niegleberg said.
University Hospital is the only teaching
facility on Long Island handling pediatric.
neo-natal, and critical adult patients. Offi-

cials project that the hospital will have to
transport 700 acute care patients in 1986.
The hospital serves a population of over 1.3
million people.

Hospital officials are currently working
out the specifications of the new ambulance.
A delivery date has not been set.
Last year, Grumman established The
Grumman Fellowship. an endowment that
will help support the studies of a doctoral
student in the College of Engineering and
Applied Sciences. Grumman is also a cofounder of the Committee on Education
Exchange with China. This program was
started at Stony Brook by C.N. Yang. and
brings research scientists, and recently two
artists from China, to Stony Brook.

Polity Senate Votes to Kill Club Referendui 11
(continued from page 1)

"These are opinionated issues, and they should be paid
for and taken from the resources and energy of the person
who feels that way," Shaps said, "not paid for by the students, who either don't agree with it, or don't care."
Though there was considerable controversy at the meeting over the funding of partisan political groups, the motion
proposed by Shaps to drop the referendum from Thursday's
voting passed by an overwhelming majority.

Later in the meeting, Gunning spoke on the council's
Board, saying that it is necessary that groups on campus
decision to repeal advertising from Statesman "until such "meet together with the Office of Student Activities and try
time as we feel that they have redeemed themselves." The to coordinate ...efforts as far as programming goes." This, he
Polity Council voted last night to reinstate advertising with 'said, would help campus organizations to avoid repetition
and encourage cooperation. as well as to provide a "central
Statesman as of October 23 (see related story, page 2).
During the ban on advertising. Polity has had an advertising calendar" for campus events.
Elections will take place today for freshman representatisheet printed containing such ads as would usually run in
Statesman, as well as a short explanation of the ban. This ve,the Stony Brook Council, anrd the Polity treasurer. Polling
areas will be in operation in all quads, as well as in the
sheet was distributed to all building senators.
Gunning also discussed the Student Activities Advisory student union.
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By the College Press Service
Washington, D.C. - Animal rights
groups have lost a major battle in their court
fight to moderate or abolish animal experimentation on the nation's campuses.
Researchers had worried that, if the court
decision had gone the other way, animal
rights activists could have kept them constantly in court.
"It's a major victory for us," said Sheldo
Steinbach, lawyer for the American Council

on Education (ACE), whose group filed a
friend of the court brief trying to protect
university-based research.
Specifically, the U.S. Court of Appeals
ruled that People for the Ethical Treament of
Animals (PETA) could not interfere easily in
animal research labs' operations.
PEFA would have gained effective power
to challenge any lab's treatment of research
animals, and to freeze lab work until a court
could determine if the group's charges were

true. In the meantime, PETA would take custody of the creatures.
'We had tried to inspire the judges to say
guardianship should be set up in cases of
severe abuse," said PETA director Ingrid
Newkirk. PETA originally sued the Institute
for Behavioral Research and the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) in 1981, claiming
the labs were mistreating the animals. Newkirk says her group will appeal the decision.
For the moment, though, "the decision is

-

important to all groups using animals for
research because if PETA had succeeded,
any group could sue to stop research," said
MH spokesman Storm Whaley.
"Remember, there is no federal or state
legislation giving an individual the right to
take possession of animals or to halt animal
research," Steinbach said.
Consequently, the decision's impact on
colleges is slight right now, said Michael
Jackson, associate dean of research at
George Washington University Medical
Center.
"It's widely accepted by study groups - a
combination of the government and the
National Academy of Science who examined
-the whole question of animal research
that the complete cessation [of research]
would be detrimental to the nation's health
program," he said.
The animal rights movement on campus.
of course, has been growing more powerful
and more strident each school year. Most
recently, activists managed to excite
enough public outrage to stop a University
of Florida research proposal to submerge
dogs in water to study ways to help human
drowning victims.
Under pressure from the activists, a
number of municipalities near campuses
have stopped giving or selling stray animals
to campus labs for research purposes. In
November, several states will poll voters
about similar bans on selling strays to labs.
The PETA suit is the latest in a series of
lawsuits to halt research, but PETA's differed in that it involved taking custody of the
animals. In response, the National Academy
of Science, ACE and a variety of scientific
groups have mounted campaigns to publicize tne numan Denenms ot animai researcn.
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Paul LaMantia, Carmen Vazquez, Mike
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Brian Liferidge, Desiree Williams, Janice
Neal, Helene Packard, Karen McMahon,
and Michael Kelly.
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Information Services
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Morgan Stanley
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OUR PROGRAM OFFERS:
* An environment with high intellectual standardsand sophisticatedapproachesto thle markets.
* Rapid career progression.
* An outstandingcompensation program.
* Significant level of technological trainingfocused on the securities industry.
* A means of establishing a career on Wall Street.
* A commitment to maintaininga competitive edge.
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235 Lake Shore Road Lake Ronkonkoma, N.Y. 11779
(516) 467-1600
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COMENG SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

Take Stony Brook Road all the wav down to a right on Portion Road. Bear right to the lake!
WE'RE ON THE WATERFRONT!!!!!
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THEYV'RE

ARD

Searching for
SUMMER 1987
---

Our burgers (voted "The Best on Long
Island" by the 110 Times) are
irresistible at the Park Bench!
So are our gourmet sandwiches and
myarvelous munchies.
Join us for lunch, brurich or dinner
Gnd enjoy. . .
* our super fresh raw bar!
* fresh daily seafood specials!
* new taste-tempting seasonal dishes!
Ace^ .,^I
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Leads
Applications are available from October
14th through October
24th in the Orientation
Office, room 102
Humanities Building.
A general meeting to
discuss the Orientation programs and the
roles of the Orientation
Leader will be held on
October 22nd in the
Javits Lecture Center. ro
101, at 7:00 pm.
If you have any questioi
about the responsibilities of the Orientation Leader, please
visit us in the Orientation Office or call 246-7C

I

(632-6712).
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Are~ou Good Enough
To JoinThe Best
I
I

The Nuclear Field?

The Navy operates the most advanced nuclear equipment in the world.
Including more than halt the nuclear reactors in
America. The men who maintain and operate those
reactors have to be the best. That's why officers
in the Nuclear Navy get the most extensive and
sophisticated training in the world.

I

I

College juniors and seniors who qualify
for the program can earn over $1,000 a
month while still in school.
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After graduation, as a Navy officer,
i
you receive a year of graduate-level
>rJo ,
training unavailable anywhere else-at
any price. You become a highly trained
.
member of an elite group with vital re- sponsibilities and growing career potential.
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To qualify, you must be a U.S. citizen between 19 and 26 years of age,
working toward or have earned a bachelor's or master's degree. You must
also have completed a minimum of one year each of calculus and calculusbased physics.
You can submit an application as soon as you've completed your sophomore
year in college. If you think you're good enough to join the best in the nude
field, find out.
Opportunities available for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors.
We will be testing on campus October 22nd at 10:00am and 3:00pm
Call collect for details and reservations (516) 683-2546
YOUR FUTURE BEGINS ON OCTOBER 22NDI

L

8

Navy Officers
Last. Get Responsibility
STATESMAN Thursday, October 16, 1986
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Free Pregnancy Testing
Free Professional Counseling
-Strictly ConfidentialBIRTH CONTROL - ABTION
VASECTOMY

Low Cost
Personalized

I
Ti

agis

j ABORTION /

/ 667-1400 /

There is evidence that diet and
cancer are related. Follow these
modifications in your daily diet to
reduce chances of getting cancer.
1. Eat more high-fiber foods such
as fruits and vegetables and wh.olegrain cereals.
2. Include dark green and deep
vellow fruits and vegetables rich in
vitamins A and C.
3. Include cabbage, broccoli,
brussels sprouts, kohlrabi and
cauliflower.
4. Be moderate in consumption
of salt-cured, smoked and nitritecured foxxjs.
5. Cut donvii on total fat intake
from animal sources and fats and
oils.
6. Avoid obesity.
7. Be moderate in consumption
of alcoholic beverages.
No one faces cancer alone.

ASLEEP or AWAXE

f

Free Pregnancy Testing

582006
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HEMPSTEAD

T STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

538-2626

LIC. PHYSICIAN'S OFFICE
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MEDICAID,
Visa and Master Card

J

S

Accepted

SPOrordyP

Study French |

j in France...
I th the
e
^ SUNY-Binghamton Proga
in Aix-En-Provence
0
K
SPRING 1987
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cancer

c be cooked up
inyourkitchen.

J Family Planning Counseling i

HAUPPAUGE

Adeense

j
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/ WOMEN S7
} PAVILION:
Deer Park. N Y 11729
D

K

I

I

_,1. 1F-_i~s*-44%wAt

14-18 Credit Hours
French Language & Literature
Q French & Mediterranean Civilization
X Field Trip To Monuments and
U
Museums of Provence
^

u

-

»
Q

l

X
t
B
^ FOR DETAILS & APPLCATION FORMS
*\
WRIE TO:
.
(^

DIRECTOR OF THE AIX PROGRAM
DEPARTMENT OF ROMANCE LANGUAGES
SUNY-BINGHAMTON, N.Y 13901

\&

90.1FM

Q

(Standard SUNY applicationforms are also available ,
r
at your campus)

FREE
*CONFIDENTIAL
PREGNANCY
TEST

ARE YOU READY TO
TACKLEA POSAON

Our Fall 1986 program .
guide is now available.
resident students and
expect to receive
faculty
a copy in the mail. All others
can find the guide in the
Union, Commuter College,
Main Library, and other
locations on campus.

Nassau 785-4070
Suffolk 360-7707
ANYTIME!!!

AS AN EDITOR OR
PRODUCTION
ASSISTANT?
I

Well, then the
STATESMAN SPORTS DEPARTMENT

is ready for you!!!!

3IRJH

r

GfH

;AKCa ADMUO

Call Scott at 246-3690.

I

VyU

I
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Time ForA fi

To Advertise,

v^ats^
St. Tropez

Call Milou
GI yIn At
632-6480

10 SESSIONS FOR

EXPIRES OCT. 30,1986.
!
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MAR
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*I stMJA & SMaN CARE SMMEM

1 01 C Main Sheet, Port jedefson
Easit rece

V m

47,f-

OPEN 7 DAYS

MC/Vlsa Accepted
10% 1-count w/ ASudl

ID

4090
0
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One of the year'sbest films.
*
* +I*

Haunting and erotic. 9

"Brilliant!

CHIC(A.OTRIBI
-(cne Mskel.

-Ma.riln

'NF.

TRIBt NE SyNC.AT
(
Bck. HKI:.M0()

'WilliamHurt's sexual cbemistry
produwesthe heat .
is a

ictoN'3
%

n-

P
t
HnL-Williamson.

Matlinsdebut
iMarlee
\1MA
A /.INK

l.AYBO !

"Oneof the Best Films of 1986...
The most extraordinanr love story in many years...
*
rich and profoundly moving.
-MicharlMldvcd. SNEAK PRFV\IEWS

I

WILLLAM HIURT

* MARLEE MATLIN

PA.WUOUNT PIC;Tl RES PRESENTS A BItKT Stl (ARkMN PRODICTION
A RKND)A
Ht-UES F1ll ('III1J)REN OF A LESSER GOD PIPER LA RIE PHILIP BOSCO
Screenpla. byHESPER AN)ERSON sndMARK MEDOFF Based on thcSe
Play In WRK
MMEDOFF
Produced hbBURTSlA ARM.-N and PATRICK P.ALWR Direced byRVNDA HWNES .
.
r----l-,,,.,,c,-p
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NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
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TO UPGRADE NCAA
ATHLETICS AT
STONY
BROOK
***************
STONY BROOK COMPETES WITH PROGRAMS LIKE SUNYBUFFALO AND SUNY-ALBANY, BUT REMAINS IN THE DARK AGES
WHEN ITCOMES TO FUNDING.

f

en.
New York 11787

We Invite You To Come Join Witk Us At All Our Services
Our (Doors Are Open To People Of All Faiths
Seeking Spiritual 1Help find guidance

BUS SERVICE IS PROVIDED FOR YOU TO ATTEND OUR T.N.T. (TWENTIES 'N THIRTIES)
BIBLE STUDY AND THE 11:15 SUNDAY MORNING SERVICE. PICKUP WILL BE AT
9:15-9:30. FIRST PCKUP AT STAGE 16, THEN G-H QUAD, ROTH QUAD.
SUNDAY MORNING
_A
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8:30 Early Morng Worship

1 0 :0 0 B b e

i l School Hour
11:15 Momng Wofship
SUNDAY EVENING
6:30 Prw

7:00 kupkirond Setvice
WEDNESDAY EVENING
7:30 Focus On Prayer

T.N.T GROUP

_

.

INVlTES YOU TO
AITEVD ALL OUR
OUTREACHES,
AND
fUNCTIONSC
SERVICES. GIVE

ND WE
AC
A
WILL PUT YOU ON
OUR MAIUNG LIST

FACTS:

516/265-2485
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SUNY
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SUNY
SUNY

V
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$33.00
$28A00
$21.00
$15.50

$99.00
$105.00
$101.00
$110.00

33.3%
26%
20%
14%

YESTODAY!.!!

and brng Stony
Brook athletfcs out
RhFlnancialDark Agesll

.?E 347
I-

10

,^..

TWR
NCAA ATHLETICS
TOTAL ACTIVITY FEE

t h e st u d e n t activity fee would be raised
By votin Y ES
$2.25/semester ($4.50 annually) bringing the total
contribution for athletics to $20.00 annually per student
and go a long way towards narrowing the gap.

GK DR
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BUFFALO
ALBANY
BINGHAMTON
STONY BROOK
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FACULTY STUDENT
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SPECIAL~~~~~~q
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-^L M^ ILL b^
ORNG
II

purchase of any Halloween item
(value 250 or more)
NITH COUPON WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

iIIN
BOWL!!!
a
ie~1

A strike when the head pin is orange
wins a prze!!!
Come down to the Bowling Alley
and try your luck!!!
FREE CANDY WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

"IFsTLS

BouItu
---------------Ill
OMMI-11

1505=4
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*-----*-*************0*090000000000000000000000000
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a®
Bring a Mend and receive a 20% discount
on perms, relaxers, and curls. .

HL^t-BwIN

agN....

Wash Out Colorng... $5.00 ($3 with other service)
o Makeup Applications.. $3.00

effc
^^

SPEC

----- ----------

featuring Active Sportswear for
men and women, jewelry and cosmetics
offers a

iito~~~~~~~s^ §«Ban
to

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

------

[gtg'yOn

--Mjiaa

(Purchased and professionally assembled by
J a B Howe-_f BcoYts)
- - - -

«««***««*************-*-**-*--****---*--***--*-

FILL OUT YOUR ENTRY MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, AND FRIDAY
10:00 AM to 6:00 PM;
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY 10:00 AM to 9:00 PM
AND SATURDAY 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM.
No purchase necessary. Drawing Oct. 31st.

ahwt &»f""^
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~~SPECKLESEFFECTIVE THROUGH OTBER 31ST.
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Statesman's S3

Celebratingthe completio
of our first year!!!

^Sfine PiningSuide^

Setauket Country Com<
FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

Greek cuisine in roi-T

Thank you -

All our valued customers

To help us celebrate our 2nd year By Akin Golnick
East of Athens doesn't wait for
tread marks to appear on the carpeting or woodwork to get worn
before deciding that it's time to oust
the old and make way for the new.
Their dining area serving authentic
Greek cuisine has been tastefully
redecorated in soft shades of
peach, green and white, making the
magnificent view of Port Jefferson's
harbor more exciting than ever. For
added culinary enjoyment, East of
Athens has a new fall and winter
menu. complementing their new
look.
A handsome array of soups, salads and appetizers begin one's

r-^i

*

mng
e
for more information on how you can become part
of this exciting feature call

^==^ MILOU GWYN AT 632-6480 ^^

meal. Baba Ghahnouj (eggplant
blended with oil. herbs and tahini
sauce. $4.00) and Hoummus (chtok
peas blended with olive oil, lemon
and tahini sauce. $4.00) are among
the cold appetizers. Hot appetizers
include Dolmadakia (grape leaves
stuffed with rice and spices, $4.50)
and Shrimp Ceopatra (jumbo
shrimp bathed in olive oil. feta
cheese and capers, $8.00). Avgolemono. chicken soup laced with
lemon, is $1.75 percup and $2.50 per
bowl. A Caesar Salad fortwo is $8.00;
Spinach salad for two is $7.00.
To the heart of the meal, main
course dishes include Shrimp Primavera (sauteed shrimp, seasonal
vegetables, wine, garlic, lemon and
herbs. $17.00), Chicken Ambrosia
(sauteed breast of chicken.
cashews, snow peas, mushrooms.
grapes, and wine. $15.00) and Veal
Shish-Kebob en Brochette with rice
pilaf. $15.00. East of Athens' menu is
extensive; there are eight main
course seafood dishes, five poultry
choices and 11 selections of veal.
lamb and steak. All entrees are
served with a house salad.
With so much to offer in terms of
culinary selection and pleasant surroundings. it comes as no surprise
that reservations are requested.
Phone East of Athens at 473-9007
and venture to Greece for your next
meal. It's as close as Port Jefferson.

utilize these valuable coupons!!!
j
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Just A Hop Skip & A Jump From SUSB

_«--------
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One Week Only
ONE LARGE CHEESE

^

nn

Pin- l.iv
(To-Go Orders Only)
SL\.L^lLiJ\.
Offer Good Sun thru Thurs Oct. 23, 1986

«

^^^CT^./^^^-^^^^^^^^^^^^lt^^

ivlteg S.U.S.B. ToA^JP

*

I^

CHICKEN
|
WING DING |,
10f Chicken Wings, NO UMITlll
The WoHd'a Greater Chicken WIngatI!

*

I
I ^^^rT^^
! sa^<si<.,sM-.7ool <si.>.2..n> |
^\

A Full Service R«»t»ur.n<

^^^X

^.^^^^.

E A T WE^GS TILL YOU
SPROUT
FEATHERS! f I
fc
'* *-^^*

* -- * * * i^sm

Good Thru 10/28/86

H
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B

ONE LUNCH GET 2rk'
Equal or Less Value

B

jlLUNCH - Vz PRICE!

p
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Offer Good Mon. thru Fn . Oct. 24. 1986

g
|

9plus tax

^
^m^

-<^-y>4^

/^^^^

L^^^^L^rr-^s1^?1-- - OOODEPS-^^*?^ GANG-;«-.T^^^^-^-*

70 Route 25A
last Setauket, NY
751-3737

I

I
(Ruhlands
G-tfay
Route 25A
Seiauket
Countrv
Corne^

-- ^ | ^ I ff Gnwiwi Hniio^
I---!//
^
^^'
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re...Gontact
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Three VOIage's Favorite
Famity Restaurant

EL

T)M«e gooit "lecwwfo gel Mil o((^ Suiuioif HIO^^
(.
FliemUy
Semite

2.
UxKwiW Fxeali
Hoi Co^e«

-»MF^3.951H
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special of equal'
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» 25A, €o«t S^Oi
941-4S4
oid Sundays on<
im to 300pm Ex

HNAST SHOPPING CENTER RTE 25A, SETAUKET 751-9600 i
Open Mon-Sat 7:00am-9:00pm Sunday 7:OOam-5:Q()pm
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Lounge Now Open
I

SpWil Complete Luncheonv- $3.75-$5.2S
A La Carte $3.954$8.95
Call Anead For Take-Out

744 N. Country Rd.
Rte 25A, Setouket
Major Credit Cards
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Sun-Thurs 11:30-10-00
Fri-sat 1 1:30-1 1 -00
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Your Honda is
our business!
A.

Major Tune-Ups

Amob,

I

64.95

Includes: plugs, pts., cap, rotor, valve adjustment, fuel filter,
air filter, change oil & filter
(Fuel injected slightly higher)

WANTED: Photographer for news. Must be work/study certified. Call
Phyllis 246-3580.

Front Brakes

SPORTSUNE has schedules and results of all Patriots varsity competitions. Call anytime, 246-7020.

Clutches $250.00

FINE ARTS TICKETS FOR STUDENTS: The Fine Arts Center offers discount Student Rush tickets 15 minutes prior to performances in the
Main Stage Music and Dance Series and the Chamber Series. All
unsold tickets, regardless of original prices, are available for$3.00 a
piece (one ticket per student ID).
NEED ACADEMIC HELP? Any student whose cumulative GPA falls
below 2.00 can get help and academic advice from a faculty
adviser or from the Center for Academic Advising (632-7082).

Includes: disc, pressure plate, beating, adjust clutch
(83 and newer. slightly higher)

Front Shocks $

---

-

0----

75. installed

We also repair other Foreign & American cars.
a

RESIDENCE HALL VACANCIES: There are currently a number of
vacancies In main campus residence halls. Spaces will be
assigned on a first-come, first-served basis. Applicants must be registered as full time students at Stony Brook for Fall 1986 semester, and
must pay all housing and meal plan charges before the university
offers an assignment. Spaces are available primarily in meal plan
buildings, and will require participation on the University meal plan.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, AND APPLICATION MATERIALS, CONTACT
THE DMSION OF RESIDENCE LIFE, 138 ADMINISTRATION (246-7006).

-

»75.95

Includes: pads, rotors cut (if necessary), check and
adjust rear brakes

I

a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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To Advertise, Call
632-6480
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-Searching for

SUMMER 1987

Orientation
Ia
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Applications are available
OT~ctober 14th through C
24th in the Orientation Off
room 102 Humanities
Building.
A general meeting to discuss the Orientation
programs and the roles of
the Orientation Leader
will be held on October
22nd in the Javits Lecture
Center, room 101, Cat 7:00
pm.
If you have any
questions about the
responsibilities of the
Orientation Leader, please
visit us in the Orientation
Office or call 246-7003
(632-6712).
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Editorials

Gee, Thanks for the Bargain, Mr. Presidenit
Iceland Summit Survey
Pick your favorite name for Star Wars:
a)Bargaining Chip
b)Negotiations Tool
coinsurance Policy
d)AII of the Above
Well, if you were President Reagan, you would
have picked letter "d," although it would have
taken you two years to make up your mind.
Reagan's shutout of the Iceland summit talks
probably killed the last chance of reaching an arms
agreement in this decade. Because of a weapon
that cannot be tested for 10 years, that will cost
billions to to research, and thats credibility.and
effectiveness are seriously doubted, Reagan disregarded proposals to reduce nuclear weapons by 50
percent.
Star Wars probably will not work. At this stage,
America is not even close to the software technology needed to operate such a system. Methods for
deflecting laser beams, however, are already common knowledge in every scientific community. We
will not even be able to test our "insurance policy"
outside of the laboratory for another decade.

The human costs of Star Wars are already being
noted by many. William Hartung and Rosy Nimroody wrote in a New York Council on Economic
Priorities report last year "With deficits at record
levels and no tax increase in the cards, increases
in SDI spending can only be funded at the expense
of future cuts in human services, mass transit and
housing programs that New York needs ... The
most likely outcome will be to draw the best talent
away from solving pressing civilian problems such
as toxic-waste cleanup, renewable energy resources and fuel-effici ent cars."
Star Wars reseMarch will devour $32 billion
between now and 1989; it is planned that by 1994
this amount will le ap to $90 billion. Deploying Star
Wars could cost aibout $1 trillion (more than the
federal governmei nt takes in with a full year of
taxes), according t to former Secretary of Defense
James Schlesinge r.
Perhaps the as:sessment of Star Wars as an
"insurance policy' ' is accurate, given the damage
today's astronomichal liability insurance rates have
wrought.
Star Wars is noit a defensive weapon. The way

SDI is envisioned by the administration, it would
give America first-strike capability, being shielded
from Soviet missiles. Also, the idea of what will
actually be shielded is frightening. Is Star Wars
being researched to shield human beings, or to
shield missle silos? Most of our defensive weapons (anti-ballistic missles) are created to protect
other weapons. Weapons created to protect wea
pons keeps the insanity of the arms race going full
speed.

Henry Kissinger (ironically enough) once said,
'The only way to reduce nuclear weapons is to
reduce nuclear weapons. 'The logic behind the act
of creating another weapon to reduce nuclear
weapons is nothing but Reagan's deadly sophistry
Obviously, the Soviets don't want to get sucked
into the void of dishing out billions on potential
space weapons just to match the U.S. It is a void
that we should take their cue in sidestepping. Two
years ago, Reagan said that Star Wars was the
only way we could get to the negotiating table.
Now that we have made it there, Star Wars is the
verv barrier to Proqress
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Governor Cuomo's attitude toward higher education has been pitiful. It was only months ago that
his proposed budget (since straightened out by the
legislature) would have caused educational and
staff cuts throughout SUNY. The SUNY faculty
union was pushed around by his Office of
Employee Relations for months over the past few
semesters before a contract settlement could be
reached. Because of his apathetic attitude toward SUNY,
we cannot support Cuomo for reelection. Although
we do not support his struggling challanger
Andrew O'Rourke, there is an alternative ballot
students can cast their votes on.
'Lenora Fulani, running on the New Alliance
Party ticket, is the only progressive candidate in
the race. The New Alliance Party is trying to establish itself as a permanent fixture on the New York
ballot. While Fulani's victory is obviously impossible, if the New Alliance Party recieves 50,000
votes they can secure a place on the ballot in the
future.
Fulani, the Independent Mayor of Harlem and a
developmental psychologist, has established several financially secure community centers and is in
support of labor unions and state education. She
helped found the party in the Bronx in 1979. The
party now has 17 electoral races going throughout
the country.
Cuomo does not deserve the votes of SUNY students, for whom he has shown so little concern.
Votes going to Fulani will not go unnoticed since
only 50,000 votes will actually put a new party on
the ballot. Snubbing Cuomo and displaying a
desire for a progressive party in New York is what a
vote for Fulani can do.

Something to say? Statesmenwelcomes
letters and viewpoints from its readers.
Correspondences should be typed, doublespaced, signed and should include the writer's phone number. Send them to
Statesman, PO Box AE, Stony Brook, NY
11790 or bring them to the basement of
the Student Union, room 075.
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Westmoreland Speech Was Blind Patriotism
By Rick Eckstein
General William Westmoreland's visit
to campus last week still boils my blood.
As a student, teacher and member of this
academic community, I'm appalled at
how we were emotionally and intellectually manipulated by "Westy's Warriors"
in order to stifle rational reflection and
meaningful discussion about America's
role in theVietnam war. I thought that the
stands for something
"university"
beyond the uncritical, knee-jerk presentation and acceptance of conventional
wisdoms and official ideologies. But
unless outrage emerges from individuals, and from the university as an educational institution, I'll reconsider my
assumptions as either utopian whims or
ethical delusions.
The most striking manipulation concerns Westmoreland's control of the
event itself, which immediately trivialized Mike Zweig's participation as peripheral. Rather than existing on the same
billing, it was as though Zweig's and
Westmoreland's presentations were in
separate buildings. Zweig's economic
analysis of the war was a secondary and
harmless distraction from the real show:
Westy giving the inside poop on the war
from the trenches. So instead of connecting the structural reasons for being in
Vietnam with the tactical decisions made
there, Westmoreland's manipulation
further separated them; a tactic not
necessarily conducive to liberal
education.
But this one-general show was certainly not the intended format. We could
ail see five chairs and two microphones

accompanying a large table on stage. A
seat for everybody and equal access to
both questions and responses. Not
necessarily a debate, but a bit more interactive and educational than what we
endured. Given the content of their
respective talks, either Zweig or Westmoreland was lying. Wouldn't it have
been intellectually exciting to hear them
both respond to questions so we can better decide which explanation we find
more satisfying? Isn't that why we've all
come together at the university? Or am I
having ethical delusions again?
We should be livid because the general
was clearly using this educational forum
to advance his own personal opinions at
the expense of our collective search for
the truth - which requires more than one
perspective. Furthermore, a Newsday
article the following day reinforced this
manipulation by depicting the event as
some sort of Westy pep rally. What was
probably nothing more than a Westmoreland press release, rather than an actual
story about that evening, should also
offend all of us at this university as our
well intended plans for an enlightening
evening turned into a demonstration of
military power and unquestioning obedience of anyone in an authority position.
And Stony Brook, as an institution,
should react indignantly and loudly to
this blatant and concerted effort to destroy the ideals of rational discourse
which we supposedly represent.
But why this military manipulation of
the university? What's the connection
with 1000 cheerful robots who, at one
moment are asked to look beyond patrio-

tic rhetoric, and at the next moment
unconsciously jump to their feet at the
sight of an American flag surrounded by
guns? What's the connection with our
jobs here and the research that we do? It
seems to me that this uncritical jingoism
is an almost necessary precondition for
the upcoming increases in military
research and development at universities
throughout the country, as part of our
new Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) more commonly known as "Star Wars."
The federal government will soon be
appealing to Stony Brook's patriotism.
which is our nickname after all, and
sense of duty by asking for our participation in building Star Wars. And what
Westmoreland's demonstration last
week shows is that challenging the inevitability of war, and challenging the United States' reasons for killing lots of folks,
is always unpatriotic [and probably
emanates from the Kremlin.]
Unfortunately, many jobs at Stony
Brook (including positions held by graduate students and undergraduate workstudy) may soon depend on these Star
Wars contracts. As more government
resources are diverted to the military,
"pure"
research and "humanistic"
research (e.g. finding a cure for cancer)
will be replaced with research designed
to kill. Financial aid and government
loans will also suffer more because of the
unchallenged assumption that U.S. military mnight makes right. Do we at Stony
Brook want to be associated with this
dogmatism? Or are we willing to have
names like "communist" hurled at us like
folks at other universities who have

refused Star Wars dollars; like folks who
look beyond the flag waving and the
ethnocentrism?
In this light, perhaps it is our moral and
patriotic duty to oppose the manipulative
tactics of the General Westmorelands,
and challenge his definition of the American flag and patriotism as being the only
plausible one. Perhaps we have some
better ideas about what moral values
should guide the United States, with definitions of patriotism based on living
rather than on killing.
Vietnam teaches Westmoreland that,
next time, we will be better off substituting "death count" with "estimated
enemy casualties." I suppose we should
also start repackaging Agent Orange as
"Leave-B-Gone." As members of this
academic community, are we satisfied
that this powerful man has only learned
from mass death and destruction that it's
better using euphemisms? Should we
start demanding that these people who
send others to their death stop assuming
that there must always be a "next time?"
This university should forcefully condemn Westmoreland's manipulative tactics, Newsday's role in strengthening
these tactics, and all future efforts to militarize the wishes, desired, and expectations of educational instituations.
Anything short of this insults the integrity
of our university, and all of us who are
part of it.
{The writer is a graduate student instructor in the Department of Sociology and
statewide president of the Graduate Student Employees Union)

Deeper Thoughts Needed On South Africa
By Riccardo Rebonato
Juan Carlos Sanchez does not believe that economic
sanctions should be applied against South Africa. I
would like to take the liberty to summarize his vehement, if somewhat byzantine, line of argumentation.
According to Mr. Sanchez 1) at the root of the emotional desire to inflict sanctions on the South African
Government there is the deep-rooted guilt "born out of
100 hundred years of slavery under a constitution that
claimed all men to be equal;" 2) this "act before thinking" (i.e. the sanctions) will be completely ineffective, at
least for a period of 10 years, since "South Africa has
been stockpiling;" 3) once the sanctions will be put into
action, "Americans will no longer feel that guilt," since
South Africa will disappear from the media, and the
whole issue will shortly be forgotten; 4) this
Machiavelli-like line of foreign policy has been willfully
and consciously perpetrated by the loud liberal left,
"under [whose] clever facade ... stands a racist who
wants blacks to suffer more and more."
I hope that this brief summary of Mr. Sanchez's article
is accurate enough to do it justice, if not to his powerful
prose, at least to the content of his lines. If, indeed, no
major misunderstanding has taken place, I would like to
make a few simple-minded comments on each of these
points.
As for point one, how does Mr. Sanchez explain the
fact that the idea of taking economic sanctions against
the South African government has been, and is being,
seriously considered by many western world countries
which have not, since immemorable time, practiced
slavery? The fact that a pro-sanction stand must have
been engendered by a guilt complex is reiterated several
times in Mr. Sanchez's article, with the emphasis and
conviction with which hardly falsifiable statements tend
to be conveyed, and is central to the "proof" that such a
stand has only emotional grounds.
My perplexities about Freudian psycho-analytic interpretations of individual's behaviour, even when produced by well-trained professionals, are very
substantial. Similar interpretations of social and politi-

cal behaviour of a whole community put forth by talented amateurs is, in my opinion, the result of many very
entertaining movies of the 60's where, at the end, the
murderer is always found to have been beaten up by his
mother when he was five. The simple fact that this guilt
can hardly be imagined to subsist in the minds of, say,
the Italian people, is gracefully forgotten in Mr. Sanchez's analysis (unless, perhaps, the Italians feel an
ancestral guilt for the Numidian slaves of the Rome of
the Cesars...).
The second "argument," i.e. the claim that the sanctions will be totally ineffective for at least 10 years (it
sounds like a Biblical omen) because South Africa" has
been stockpiling," shows a conception of international
economic relations only, and with reservation, applicalble to a besieged city of the XIV century, or to the final
part of the game Monopoly. The reduction of the enormous complexities connected with the different possi'What has promptedme to write ... is a strong
dislike for the reduction of complex issues to

slogans or one-line arguments;'
ble levels of economic sanctions (such as restriction in
the banking and financial area, the denial of trade credits, the freezing of South African bank accounts held
abroad) to the line "they have been stockpiling" reinforces my feeling that Mr. Sanchez has a particular liking
for sweeping statements of great effect and little content. The mere existence of international panels of
experts created to evaluate the South African problem
- such as the Commonwealth Group of Eminent Persons. co-headed by the former Australian Prime Minister Malcom Fraser, the conclusions they reached in their
Commonwealth Report, the mere complexity and intricacy of the problem would suggest that a little more
caution should be exercised in dealing with the issue.
Yet no other arguments are offered by Mr. Sanchez to
prove that the sanctions will be ineffective.
As for the point three, the magical moratorium of 10

years will allow the loud (and racist) liberal to sink the
South African problem in the depths of collective oblivion, and thus achieve his cruel dream to see "the blacks
suffer more and more." It is my impression that the
events from South Africa have been providing such
ample, and sad, material for media coverage, that the
issue of the sanctions is nothing more that a component
of a much wider scenario. Again, it seems to me that Mr.
Sanchez believes in reifying statements by uttering
them. The dialectic interaction between words and reality is, fortunately, rather subtler.
As to what should actually be done, Mr. Sanchez is
sketchy, to say the least. I think he is in favor of "constructive engagement.'' I deduce this from the metaphor
about the "only light of racial equality that exists in
South Africa [the American companiesl." A simpleminded question might be Why should anyone have
faith in ths policy, after President Reagan and Prime
Minister Thatcher have attempted, over the last six
years to achieve change by constructive engagement,
and the conditions of the blacks are probably worse than
they were at the beginning of this approach? Such subtleties are, if I can make use of a merciful understatement, beyond Mr. Sanchez's interest.
His fourth point belongs to the category of the insults,
more than to that of the argumentations. As such, I will
therefore abstain from any reply.
As a final remark, I would like to underline that none of
my critiques implies the belief that the sanctions are
indeed useful. I also believe that very good points can be
made against the sanctions (whether I have been convinced by these arguments is irrelevant). What has
prompted me to write this viewpoint is a strong dislike
for the reduction of complex issues to slogans or oneline arguments; the belief that, whenever univocal conclusions, unmitigated by the posiblilty of a doubt, are
reached about intricate problems, these conclusions are
more the reflection of partisan pre-conceived standpoints, than the result of an honest intellectual
investigation.
If(The writer is an undergraduate.)
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Leters
Broken
Summit
To the Editor:
Here are some of my thoughts on
the summit in Iceland:
The loss of family, health and
money are some of the unavoidable
fears that we have to live with every
day. It's unfortunate for us when
these fears become reality. It is very
burdening to have to live with,
Another fear that is entirely avoidable. By that I mean the threat of the
use of nuclear arms. This fear
becomes furthur compounded by
the collapse of summit talks in Iceland this week.
The fear of a nuclear war is a very
real one. Weapons that are created,
have been developed to be used.
(lets not forget the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasake that were
reduced to dust.)
During Ronald Reagan's term in
office, he has used the word 'freedom" in vain too often. He calls the
contras in Nicaragua "freedom
fighters", and yet all he has to offer
the struggle in South Africa is a
slap on the wrist (to the Botha
regime) in the form of "constructive
engagement". Whatever his perception of freedom might be, what
about the freedom of people all over
the world to live without the threat
of nuclear war?
Instead of polarizing the United.
States and Soviet Union over the
Star Wars issue, we should be concerned with bridging the chasms in
our governments to ensure a world
years from now. If nuclear war was
to ever become a reality, then the
term "disarmament" would be as
ridiculous as calling a bomb a
'peacemaker".

To the Editor:
I wish to protest in the strongest
terms the blatant racism of theStatesman editorial of October 9
("Superpower Self-Pity Comes to
Town"). This piece asserts that the
only possible motive for U.S. assistance to the people of South Vietnam during the Vietnam War was
''colonial greed" and "economic
interests."
Perhaps the author swallows the
Leninist pablum that capitalist corporations derive a profit from war,
while socialist state monopolies do
not. This is directly contradicted by
the history of the past 40 years,
which has seen unbroken peace
between the nations of the West
contrasted with repeated invasions
by the USSR of its socialist "allies,"
East Germany, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Poland, not to mention
its third world adventures and its
endless wars against its own
people.
The West enjoys unparalleled
peace, prosperity and human rights
because capitalism - not the most
moral, but the only moral economic
system - allows free markets, in
which for the first time in history,
nations have more to gain from
peace than from war. Socialism, far
from being progressive, is actually
a reactionary regression back down
the road to serfdom, an ancient
form of oppression resurrected in

the brutal crushing of solidarncsc. humorous garbage in the paper
What has been the true role of because I get a great laugh at his
capitalism in war? World War I pigheadedness. I also, though, ask
began as a dispute between the him that if he is to continue writing
feudal Austro-Hungarian and Rus- editorials for an extremist point of
sian Empires, and World War 11as a view, please write that he is an
joint venture by Socialism and "extremist" and not representing
National Socialism in Poland. We the College Republicans.
often hear that we were allies of
To the rest of the community I
the Soviets during that war, but we
apologize that my political party has
seldom recall that we were their -produced such a pigheaded
second choice: they only turned to ,extremist. All political parties have
us after their erstwhile ally, the their share of the braindead of
Nazis, turned on them.
*society, and we have ours. I'm sure
Since Statesman is not ordi nar ily
the community understands.
a Nazi organ, I assume it approvesAdam Cole
of the U.S. role in WW 11, even
though, as capitalists, we could
only have been "motivated by
greed." Why was it right to help
fight totalitarianism in Europe, but
To the Editor:
wrong to do so in Southeast Asia?
I wanted to take this opportunity
Why do we care so much for Westto thank the Volunteer Ambulance
ern Europeans, but not a crumb for
Corps for showing love and care in
the millions of victims in Nicaramy son's death. Your support
gua, Angola, Ethiopia, Afghanisenabled my wife and I to stand true
tan, or Kampuchea? Could it be,
to our faith and love for God and not
perhaps, thatthey are not lily-white
compromise that faith and love
enough to merit our concern?
with feelings and pity for our loss.
When John F. Kennedy said
Your support also made my wife
Americans "will bear any burden to
and I realize that it was not only our
defend the cause of liberty," and
loss but your's as well. Through
committed U.S. troops to South
sharing our sorrows we are not left
Vietnam, he was not speaking of
behind with emptiness in our
profits. It is well to remember that
hearts, we remain with a memory
the real nightmare carnage in Vietof Dario [Bautista Jr.] that will
nam began only after we betrayed
forever share together. We extend
our allies and Kennedy's principles,
our thanks to you for allowing us to
and turned our back: three million
mourn our loss and to comfort our
fled or were butchered by the
hearts as you did with much conSoviets' mercenaries.
cern and love for my wife, family,
Now, as we prepare to turn our
myself and my son Dario. May God
back on yet another KremlinBless you and your loved ones
sponsored bloodbath, this time
always.
against the Blacks of South Africa,
let us pause in our goose-step back
Dario Bautista
to the Dark Ages, and reflect on the
selective quality of our mercy.

Thanks
For Caring

I

142 E Main St., Port Jefferson N.Y. 11 I77(516) 473-8200
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Don't Generalize
Republicans
To the Editor:
I am very disturbed with the
viewpoint written by Juan C. Sanchez in the Monday, October 6th
Statesman ("South African Sanctions Will Hurt Blacks") and others
that have appeared. I won't criticize
the fact that his viewpoint is greatly
flawed in many of its supporting
facts. Instead, I regret that this person calls himself a republican.
Sanchez assumes that all college
replublicans are ultra-ultraconservative bordering on neofacism. Although I am not a
member of the College Republicans
club on campus, I do consider
myself a college republican
because I am a college student and
I am a registered republican.
Republicans are not all conservative though. I personally have a
moderate to liberal view on political
questions and conflicts, and share
views with many other Republicans, the late Senator Javits
included.
* I will not have my political party's
name soiled just because Mr. Sanchez has an extremist conservative
view on politics. I've read his letters
and viewpoints in the papers and
each time I think of the bull-feces
he puts on paper. I'm asking Mr.
Sanchez to continue writing his

To the Editor:
Recently, I learned of a new
game being run by Daka. The rules
are simple and anyone can join,
whether they want to or not. The
winner receives a free steak dinner
compliments of the manager. Are
you interested?
Last Friday, I was intently eating
my lunch which consisted of tuna
fish on a roll. While taking my last
bite, I realized I was trying to consume something that wasn't edible. A careful examination of the
contents of my mouth revealed the
culprit. I was eating a used band
aid. Immediately, I rushed to the
manager who told me he was sorry
and I was offered a different sandwich to easy my suffering. Of II
course, I refused.
Daka's employees should be
required to wear gloves while serving and preparing food. I assumed
this is required by the Board of
.Health, but obviously I was mistaken. Should we all be forced to
play the Daka game?
Needless to say, I turned down
the steak dinner.
Adrienne Scott
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Single Catholic Men Serving Others
Your practical help to the elderly, handicapped
and poor in Appalachia can make a difference.
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This week Is quesh
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Rey
gan or Gorbachev?"
Alanns

Rob deBrauwere (Senior,
Age 20) - "Reagan has succeeded In producing a facist
propaganda machine to make
people believe Star Wars is
necessary. The summit was a
futile effort and nothing will
come of it Gorbachev was, and
is, trying to make progress,
while Reagan is only trying to

.
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23) -"Gorbachev won. Since
SDI isIn Its Infancy stage, a lot
more money goes Into defense
spending, whose contractors
business Reagan has made the
country dependent on economically. Thats why he Is
unwilling to even think of gigvIng It up, not for the reasons he
claims."

f
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Kurt Wildermuth

Age 21)-

DanCA

Jimmy Papakonstantinou
(Senior, Age 23) - "Nothing
seems to have been accomplished... I don't think anybody
won.

(Senior,

"rm not so much pro-

Gorbachev as I am antiReagan. His undiplomatic
attitude is probably at fault for
the talks having failed."

Joane Russo (Sophomore,
Age 19) - The summit didn't
accomplish anything. Nobody
really won, they both said what
they were expected to say.
They didn't compromise at
all."

Audra. Ferragamo (Freshman, Age 18) - "Reagan came
out ahead, he wasn't going to
let the Russians get away with
anything."
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of caring.
For people who care about people
teachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals-Northeastern University has a special place where you can
obtain the knowledge and skills needed
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Curriculum and Instruction
Educational Research
Human Development
Rehabilitation
Special Education
Master of Science
* Counseling Psychology
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The long and the
#hortof it.
That's what Statesman's readers get
from our news, entertainment, sports
and photography coverage. If you'd like
to become part of your campus newspaper, just call 246-3690 or stop down to
Student Union room 058. Wetre always
looking for hard-working and dedicated
persons such as yourself.
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Doctoral and non-degree certification
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For more information and a free catalog,
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Graduate School, Boston-Bouv# College of Human Development Professions
107 Dockser HallNortheastern University, 360 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02115
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Remember
The first day
Remember
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Mly loves' grace
lRemember
The times you cheated
And lied to me
Remember the times I
Forgave and would have
(Diedfor you
'Remember
You can love others
Remember
I wanted no other
13/W you and I
The memories are keys
'Try living with yourself
In a world that you killec
I'll always be in the
World ruled by the heart.
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Immediate insurance cards for anm driver, any
age,. fullfinan('in available. 1/4 miif from .Si'W

RIUSK ASSESSMENT &
MANAGE:MEN9T'
KEUY A- CENTER HALL LOUNGE
THURSDAY, OCT. 23RD 7:30PM
Refreshments - All Are Welcome!
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Are you
denying yourself
a better shot
at grad school?

ee
In

h

Okay it may be too late to get a 4.0. But
it's not too late to try to do better on your
LSAT, GMAT, GRE, or MCAT. For that,
there's Stanley H. Kaplan.
No one has prepped more students
than Stanley H. Kaplan.Our test-taking
techniques and educational programs
have prepared over 1million students.
So whatever grad school exam you're
taking, call us. Remember, the person
next to you during your exam might
have taken a Kaplan course.

Excellent FCook
STANLEY H. KAPLAN MUCAPlONAL

Friends
Conversation

auTSi

DON'T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STENBEONE
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Energetic workstudy

-

-

-

person~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Energetic workstudy person
needed for campus daycare center.
Government homes from $1 (U Escape to a place filled with lots of
repair). Delinquent tax property. love, laughter and friendly faces.
Repossessions. Call 805-687-6000 Call-6-7150 ASAPI
Ex. GH-4644 for current repo list.
Need extra MONEY? The Statesman needs inserters for several
issues throughout the semester. If
interested Call 632-6480.

HOUSING

CAMPUS NOTICES

FEELING OVERWHELMED BY COLLEGE PRESSURES? Come Down
and talk to a trained student volunteer at the Peer to Peer Support
Center in Union Room 061.

Opportunity available forworkstudy
student as assistant to executive
director. Typing, filing, and other
office duties required. Pleasant
working atmosphere and good
experience for future reference.
Call-6-8356 ASAPI

Film The Secret of Loving. A biblical
perspective on love sex and dating.
Javits 110, Thursday, Oct. 16, 800- OVERSEAS
JOBS.Summer, yr.
900. Sponsored by Campus Cru- round.
Eurtope, S. Amer., Australia,
sade For Christ.
Asia. All fields. $900-2000 mo.
Sightseeing. Free info. WriteIJC.,
Philosophy Club meeting on Mon. PO Box
52-NY 29 Corona Del Mar,
Oct. 20 at 4 p.m. in room 201 CA 92625
Harriman Hall Cold Physics. Be
there.
Restaurant Now Hiring Waiters.
Waitresses Host. Hostess! Bus perSigma Beta's "Dorm Talk" Lecture sons.
Kitchen persons. Experience
Series presents Prof. S. Reaven Necessary.
Apply in person, Mon.
speaking on "RISK ASSESSMENT thru Thurs.
and Saturday 3-7 p.m.
AND MANAGEMENT" Thurs. Oct. Park Bench
1095 Route 25A Stony
23, 730 p.m., Kelly A Center Hall Brook.
No Phone Calls Please.
Lounge.

Part Time Employment Opportunities Male Female to distribute
advertising materials. Flexible
Hours High Income. Must have car.
751-2886
Newsday Part-time Telephone
Sales Flexible hours, weekends,
Paid Vacations and Holidays. Guaranteed Salary plus commissions.
Perfect for students. Contact Bobbie Hanover 454-2078.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE - -74 Maverick" - 6
cOl. blue, am/fm digital cass. stereo, very clean inside and outside,
'1,000 negotiable. Call Jean, 6326480 (9 a.m.-5 p.m.), 286-9440
(evenings). Must sell immediately
1978 Cutlass Supreme, p/s, p/w,
p/b, am/fm cassete, cruise, tilt,
complete new engine, has 35,000,
sharp looking car, very dependable,
$2,900 Negotiable, 567-0236,
Charlene.
Records, tapes, compact disks, virtually any selection within 2 days.
LPS available, Smithtown - 9799494, Marty.

Telephone solicitors - PJ/Coram
area. P/T 6-9 p.m., Monday-Friday.
Steady work. Make appointments
for our sales staff $4.00 per hour
plus commission. Will train. 9287699

FOR SALE Ampeg SVT 300 Watt
Bass Amplifier with SVT 8x10"
speaker cabiet. 1981 black head;
00
good condition,
$600
. Also, RickDrivers Wanted Make $700an hour.
enbacker 4001 Cherry Red Stereo
Must have car and know campus.
Bass Guitar; Badass bridge,
Call Don at Station Pizza & Brew in
oriiinal
WANTEDM! Aggressive, enthusi- owner. Excellent! $4000 0. Call 331Stony Brook. 751-5549.
astic students to market Winter and 1908.
Homeworkers Wanted - Top Pay - Spring Break vacations! For more---------_
Work at Home - Call Cottage Indus- information, call Student Travel University Hospital Auxiliary Services at 1-800-648-4875
Thrift Shop. 207 Rte. 25A, East
tries - 405-360-4062.
Setauket (across from Mario's, next
We're Hiring-55-Year-Old Wall Busperson wanted. Refined north- to bike shop). Clothes, 'ewelery,
ern
Italian
Restaurant.
Full
and/or
appliances, kitchenwares and
Street firm. Investment sales. Full
m
time/part time. Call Mr. Rinaldi Part-time10minutesfromcampus.
ore. COME ON BUY! Open
Call
928-2390.
Dieste's
Rt.
347
Tuesday-Friday
10-4; Saturday 11234-0897
Port Jefferson Station.
4
Weekend Receptionist Jack Campo
Enterprises. Well-dressed graduate Help Wanted cashiers and stock For Sale AMC Hornet 1977, 80.000
student. Call Matt Bloom 331-1660 persons - Commack area. Flexible miles. Good condition. Asking
hours. Call 543-4870.
$700. It's a steal! 331-5728.
or 751-94227

HELP WANTED

THE PHONE BILL SOLUTION IS
FINALLY HERE! Don't be hassled
trying to figure out who owes how
much to who. Have your bill subdivided electronically into easy to
Car for sale'76 Firebird, new tranny understand figures, clearly outlinand rebuilt engine needs minimal ing who owes what. Reasonable
rates available for 2, 4, 6 or more
bodywork. Call Rey 6-4312 eves.
people on your bill. Call Paul 6'81 Chevy Citation, many new 7481.
parts, good condition. $1,800. 7512652.

Tall, handsome grad student, 6'2",
195 Ibs. affectionate, sensual,
seeks slim, sexy down-to-earth
females interested in NYC, tennis,
rock music, weekend travel and
cuddling. Reply Box 1.

MERCEDES 220 Diesel, 1969. New
1983 Factory Engine. Low Mileage.
Good Body. 654-6183 or 473-8314
work.

PERSONALS^
PERSON ALS~i-o

1977 Toyota Corolla 5-speed. Very
reliable; much loved. $525. Call
751-7941, 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Blonde, blue-eyed male into good
music, Greenwich Village and quiet
times seeks confident, attractive
female looking for a faithful male
who isn't "macho." No stuck-up
attitudes or new-wave, disco types
please Reply Box 2.

______

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES for Tall, handsomeseniorseeksfemale
nine Engineering courses, Chemis- who's into Billy Joel, fun
times and
try, Physics, Calculus, EIT. Availa- weekend excursion.
Reply Box 4..
ble at the Bookstore.
_-_
I'm
not all that tall but I'm mildly
Hans
good-looking. However, I'm also
/ Love You Just a little message quite shy and that's why I'm
putting
from a "secret admirer". (I'll give an ad in a newspaper. So,
if there's
you
a
hint
"you
asked her to a not-so-tall female who's just litELECTROLYSIS Ruth Frankel. Cera
Virginia Beach on tie crazy out there, drop me aline
tified clinical electrologist. Perman- marry you in
ent hair removal. Near campus. August 26 at 4 a.m.!!)
and we'll take it from there. Reply
751-8860.
Box 5.
TO THE TEN BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, low Thanks for Tuesday night. You Handsome 21 year old white male.
rates, easy payments, DWI, tickets, made it the most memorable night Brown hair and eyes. 5'11'", 135
accidents OK. Special attention to of my life. You girls are the bestlbs.
seeks goodlooking, uninhibited,
SUNY students, international anyone could ever want. Mel, Cher, smooth-bodied, JOCKS (to age 22)
Terr,
and all the rest. I'll never forget for regular, discreet meetings.
licenses OK. Call (516) 289-0080.
you.
Italian/All-American type preTypewriter repairs, cleaning. All
Love Biff ferred. Please, no gays, beards,
makes including electronic, free
acne, preppies, overweight, balding
estimates. Type-Craft 4949 Nes- Dear Regina,
or troublemakers. Send detailed
conset Hwy. Port Jeff. Sta., 473- These past ten months together and descriptive letter with phone
have been fantastic! May we have a number (A must!). Absolute
4337.
discrelifetime of happiness together! Ya tion assured. I'm serious.
You be
chi coham!
BAR SPEND
too. Reply Box 6.
or
Love, Michael
BAR TEND
SWM, 6 ft. nice-looking, caring,
Elisa,
"But though my wings are romantic senior with good sense
Play for Pay
of
closely
bound
my heart's at liberty humor into music, traveling, dancLEARN BARTENDING
..' Well, your wings are at liberty ing and good times. Seeking
1 and 2 week program
attracnow too. Let them soar. Maxine
plus
tive slim, SWF 19-23 with sense of
Lifetime Job Placement
humor who share similar interests
plus
for possible romance. Photo
Low Tuition
DATELINE
_
optional. Serious inquiries only.
NATIONAL BARTENDERS SCHOOL DATELINE
Reply Box 7.
"Where Experience Teaches"
CALL TODAY (516) 385-1600
Slim, attractive single white female
Must be at least 18 to serve liquor
seeks white male who is sincere,
Statesman's Dateline column is a faithful, handsome
and funny. I'm a
confidential service that hopes to tall brunette who loves
TYPING PROOFREADING good times,
put people in touch with people laughing, quiet nights
EDITING
and cuddling.
Papers, Midterms, Dissertations, Responses may be dropped off in Serious inquiries only. Reply
Box
Resumes/Cover Letters. Improve Statesman's business office, Room 8.
your grades with professional look- 059 in the basement of the Student
ing presentations! Spelling and Union, or mailed to P.O. Box AE, SWM seeks open relationship
with
grammar correction, rush service Stony Brook, N.Y. 11790. All SF I enjoy sports, rock-music,
video
available. Call for rates. 751-6985. responses should be in a sealed games and playing
guitar. Girl
envelope with the box number of should enjoy dancing
and generally
Wanted Tutor for MAT 320, Real the ad you're responding to printed having a wild time. Sense
of humor
Analysis. Call Susan 6-4374.
on the front of the envelope.
a must. Reply Box 9.

SERVICES

Theallfamily
friends of Matthe
W.
. Valenti wish to
inform
those and
of the Stony Brook community
whohknew Im
of his death on October 8, I986. We mourn his loss and will miss
his strength, grace, compassion, and gentleness.

Did You Ever
fY

el Like A Piece Of

The Puzzle Of Your Life W~as M~issing?
t------- -

R

I

help you find the missing piece
and make sure it's a perfect fit!!!
$4.00 FOR THE FIRST25 WORDS.
88ADDITIONAL
EACH
WORD.
SUBMIT YOUR AD TO STATESMAN, ROOM 075, STUDENT UNION.
A box number wit be placed on your ad. A/l responses to your ad
will be kept
for you In a folder with your box number
T on it. W WIL BE KEPT CONOHfD
AU
91 ONE WIL READ IT EXCEPT You0 If you wouldlike d
ton
o an ad please place
your response in a sealed envelop, write the box number on it, and bring
it down
or mail it to Statesman (Box AE, Stony Brook New York 11790). It will be
placed in the corresponding mailbox Box Number folder. IT WILL BE KPT
CONf9DEHT9AL..NO ONE EXCEPFM INENDED ECEIVER WILL READ IX
IL-
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STATESMAN Classified Ads

RATES:
COMMERCIAL $5.00forthe first I 5 words or less, plus 15 each additional word.
NON-COMMERCIAL $3.50 for the firstl 5words orless, plus 8C each additional word

Your Name:
Local Address:
Phone Number.
To Run On: Amount Paid (Enclosed):

Today's Date:

CIRCLE CATEGORY
Personal
For Sale
Housing
Wanted
Help Wanted
Services
'Lost & Found
Campus Notices
Other.

Please printlegibty, one word roer bxnv exocffos voUiwish the ritt n n -sruanr,rV\ AlnT ECeiDDOSED

I

.rvv-^.
;3

n^rA

rat utu.

PLEASE USE A

SEPARATE SHEETOF PAPERAND MAIL ALONG W THTHISFORM

MI L TO: STATESMAN P.O. Box AE Stony Brook N.Y. 11790
rhwe
is no chorge for cOmpus notices or lost and fobd cjassifneds
I= a

free ckmsifieds. without noffce, fif the space does not permit

redphane

However we reserve the rint not to print
number comb ansa"

New
Anti-Obscenity Laws Shake Classroom
I ~~(continued
from page 2)

no responsibility for what professors teach in their classes,
"leaving it up to the individual to defend himself if obscenity
charges arise, Fragola said.
Karen Carpenter, an assistant editor of the UNC-G Carotinian, said school officials seem content to "continue to do
things as always. They say the law was not made for this
school, but they're being very tight-lipped."
Indeed, no UNC-G official would respond officially to College Press Service questions about the course changes.
One campus official, who asked to remain anonymous,
dismissed the controversy as overblown. "As far as I know,
it's affected only two professors [Tedford and Fragola]. I'm
not aware of any other changes, and I don't anticipate any
others."

The new law makes it a felony for adults to possess
pornography in their homes, lets local communities - not
state courts - define what is obscene, and lets police arrest
anyone suspected of disseminating porn before a judge
determines whether the material is in fact obscene.
As a result, Carpenter said, professors may not have much
chance to argue the value of their allegedly obscene course
content before being hauled off to jail. "There's no fair
warning clause," she said "Violators can be arrested on the
spot, and it's up to a jury to determine if the material under
question is legal or not."
The well-publicized course changes and the prospect of
professors being carted off to jail "have raised interest in the
issue on the part of students," ACLU's Gardner said.

Although Gardner said private citizens are at iust as much
risk of arrest as professors, "there's not that much awareness [of the risk] on the part of the average person because
most feel they aren't inconvenienced by the statute."
Several UNC-G students, however, have started a Citizens
Against Censorship (CAC) group to raise money to try to
repeal the new law.
While students seem to feel aggrieved by the law, CAC's
Phil McCaul adds "this is a conservative environment and
the law is vaguely written, so we're holding seminars and
writing letters to publicize its potential danger."
"The law," he said, 'is part of a big movement to return to
'traditional values' and anti-'secular humanism.' Most people realize the law is a bad thing."

~ ~ ~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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Contra Talk

aPEOPLE

(continued from page 1)
position we have expressed in earlier
reports on Nicaragua nd El Salvador, we
believe that the decision to relocate persons
from a conflict zone is not a violation of the
laws of war ..."
The talk was originally scheduled to
occur in the Student Union Fireside Lounge.
Minutes before it was to begin, however, a
building manager informed College Republican officials that, because the College
Republicans is not a Polity recognized club,
they could not use Student Union space. An
audio system and video display that was
planned, had to be scrapped, as the forum
was moved to the pavement in front of the
Union.
The talk continued long past its 6:00 p.m.
start-up. Toward Gurrero's conclusion, students broke into smaller groups as arguments over Nicaragua, women's rights and
the Reagan/Gorbachev summit burst out.
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Defense Comes First With Iceme] n
By Hank Ryanfrank
Ask any New York Islanders fan what the key was to the
Islanders' run of four straight Stanley Cups and they will tell
you it was defense. Sure, the Islanders have Mike Bossy,
Bryan Trottier and a host of other scorers, but the heart of
soul of the team was the goaltender Billy Smith and the
captain, Denis Potvin.
When the Isles swept the high scoring Oilers for their
fourth straight cup, it was Smith, aided by a superior team
defense, who shut down Wayne Gretzky and company.
When the Rangers won the Patrick Division last season,
the key to'their success was the "Beezer," John Vanbiesbrouck. His acrobatic style and sharp reflexes rallied his
teammates around him and lifted everyone's level of play.
Based on these facts, is it any wonder that Coach George
Lasher of the Stony Brook Patriots said that this year's
Patriot team will concentrate on the defensive aspects of the
game?
'Tfigh powered
In a recent interview, Coach Lasher said,
offenses are exciting to watch, but it is obvious that you can't
be a consistent winner without an exceptional defense. That
does not mean that we are going to eschew the offensive
game entirely, only that we will subert our individual offen-

High School team. Reynolds is joined by junior standout Don
Brosen from Half Hollow Hills and Vincent Spirio out of the
Plainview JFK Hockey Program.

sive tendicies to an overall team defense strategy."
And when Lasher says "team defense," hemeans team
defense. "For a team to be successful defensively, everyone
must pitch in," he said "Centers and wings must forecheck
and backcheck, centers have to help out in the slot, the
defense has to clear and breakout and goaltenders have to
lift their teammates with the occasional big save."
Last year's Patriot Hockey Team had a very young defensive crew. "Threeof our four steady defensemeen were first
year players," Lasher said. "Under the circumstances, they
performed very well. Joe Defranco [now a senior], was
thrust into the goaltending job when Dan Rieberwas injured
during the Marist game. It was a lot to ask of Defranco, to
shoulder the entire burden of goaltending alone. There were
times when I wanted to take him out of games but couldn't
because there was no one else to put in."
That won't be the case this season. Defranco will be joined
this year by two sophomore goalies, Jean-Pieere Kosiuk and
Mike Galante. These three young men will vie for the
number one goaltending position.
The defensive crewwill be beefed up by a number of new
additions. Heading the list is Stephen Reynolds, a sophomore who played on the state champion St. Anthony's Friars

"'There are eight or nine candidates competing for six
available defensive positions, so I expect the competition to
be fierce," Lasher said. Jay McKenna, Greg Lazar and Bob
Stark all worked hard this summer to improve their defensive game, whether by summer league play, hockey camp or
summer clinics. I expect competition to be quite intense all
through training camp," added Lasher.
But a team cannot be truly successful without hard working, two-way forwards, men like Bryan Trottier of the N.Y.
Islanders. "Being a two-way player takes a lot of sacrifice,"
Lasher said.'You have to give up offensive opportunities
and work your butt off to get back and help out in your end.
It takes on-ice leadership and a real team spirit to play this
type of game effectively. I'm expecting this type of leadership from my co-captains Jery Bonfiglio and Chris Panatier."
The 1986-1987 Patriot Hockey Team appears to have a
new mission in life. It is a time-proven team strategy, but only
time will tell if the Pats can pull it off.

Campus Celebrates Mets' Pennant Clincher
(continued from page 1)
Strawberry, and then the Straw Man hit a
long drive down the rightfield line which had
everybody celebrating before the ball
landed foul. Strawberry walked on the following pitch, loading the bases for Ray
Knight.
Smith again struggled with his control,
and on a 2-2 pitch Knigh flied to rightfield
scoring Hemandez and sending this amazing
National League championship game into
extra innings.
Neither team mounted any major threats
in the next few innings, but nobody at EOB
was going anywhere. Roger McDowell came
on for the Met and pitched almost flawlessly
for five innings. Smith settled down and
allowed only a walk to Carter in the
eleventh.
The top of the fourteenth inning brought
new enthusiasm. Aurelio Lopez came in to
pitch for the Astros and promptly gave up a
single to Carter. Then the cheers began,
"C'mon Darryl" as Strawberry stepped to
the plate. He drew a base on balls, and the
Mets had two men on with no one out.
After Knight failed to advance the runners
on a sacrifice attempt, Wally Backman
singled to right scoring Strawberry, and the
pennant fever was raging. Dykstra ws intentionally walked loading the bases forWilson.
*'We need insurance runs," was the sentiment of these fans who yelled at the television as though they were actually at the
game. Wilson struckout, but the Mets had
the lead for the first time in the game and
were only three cuts away from the World
Series.
The screaming got louder with every pitch
as Jesse Orosco struckout Bill Doran to start
the bottom of the fourteenth. Billy Hatcher
then hit a long, foul ball which brought
silence for a second, but the next pitch darnpened spirits much more as Hatcher's drive
hit the fouled pole for a homerun and a tie
game at four.
The Mets got their leadoff man on in the
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Statesman Paul Kafin1

Exuberant Mets fans cheer while watching the
projection TV screen.
sixteenth inning as Strawberry hit a Texasleague double to center. Knight then singled
him home giving the Mets the lead Jeff Calhoun was brought in to face Backman and
uncorked a wild pitch scoring Knight
The crowd started singing "Goodbye,
Houston," and the beer went flying. Later in
the inning, Dykstra drove in Backnan with a
base hit to supply the Mets with a three-run
cushion that they would absolutely need.
Orosco fanned Craig Reynolds on a 3-2
fastball to start the bottom of the sixteenth.
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title-clinching game on Commuter College's

Anyone who had been sitting was now up
and yelling: "Jesse, Jesse." Davey Lopes
walked and Doran singled to center bringing
up Hatcher representing the tying run - a
definite nal*biting situation. Hatcher came
through again, this time with a single to plate
Lopes. 7-5, winning run at the plate.
Denny Walling hit into a force play - two
outs, one more to go. Davis then blooped a
single to center. Doran scored making it 7-6.
Tle crowd gets on Orosco. Kevin Bass
works the count to 2-2, and everybody's

looking for strike three. Orosco gives him a
curveball which looks like'a strike. No one
can believe it. 3-2 pitch, two out, two men on.
Curveball, swing and a miss, strike three.
The Mets have won the Pennant!
And with that there's beer and even champagne flying everywhere. High-fives and
hugs are going on all around in celebration
of this amazing feat All this from people who
didn't even know one another five hours
earlier. Ibat's what the thrill of victory did to
this college campus.

